
DYNESYS
A case study in utilizing 

indirect messaging to convey product benefits



Introduction

• Hired to assist with launch of a new 

product, not yet FDA-approved

• Received DYNESYS assignment based on 

previous positioning and creative work with 

other medical device companies



Unique Challenges

• DYNESYS treats several conditions of the spine where 

fusion surgery is the preferred treatment

• DYNESYS can stabilize the spine without fusion

• To expedite entry into the US market, DYNESYS was 

submitted to the FDA as a fusion device despite its unique 

ability to stabilize without fusion



Background

• The DYNESYS product is being introduced by Spine-Tech, a 

medium-size company in an industry dominated by 4 big companies

• Spine-Tech has a reputation for great product innovations [such as the

BAK/C shown below] and poor marketing follow-through 

Successful launch of DYNESYS 

is critical to the continued success of the company 



Background

• Spinal treatment industry has grown 20% 

annually over the past 5 years

• Poised to continue 20% growth rate due to 

aging of US population and to innovations 

in treatments for spine ailments

• Getting attention of thought leaders in spine 

surgery is becoming increasingly difficult 



The Assignment

• Develop a strong, defensible positioning for 

DYNESYS as something different and 

better than traditional fusion

• Stay within the anticipated FDA guidelines

• Develop creative platform without being 

able to explicitly mention a primary benefit: 

retained mobility



Approach

• Qualitative research to: 

– unearth surgeon motivations, 

– gauge their level of interest in product like DYNESYS, 

– define ways to communicate off-label benefits

• Use research as basis for development of 

positioning and creative platform



Research Findings

• Surgeons found current standard – fusion – problematic; 

open to alternatives

• Most struggled to infer DYNESYS’ retained mobility of the 

spine from the initial stimuli

• Once they understood this off-label benefit, they got very 

enthusiastic

• Surgeons identified preservation of spinal anatomy as an 

under-acknowledged benefit of DYNESYS



Positioning the Product

• Surgeons, being very focused and task-

oriented, often overlooked visual and 

linguistic cues provided in stimuli

A hastily arranged photo, shot 
during the research, became one of 
the most compelling images for 
surgeons. This photo eventually 
became part of the visual identity 
and positioning for Dynesys.



Positioning

• Instead of positioning around a key unique  

benefit that differentiates DYNESYS, we 

focused on how DYNESY works

• By communicated the functionality of 

DYNESYS, we found that the surgeons 

were able to surmise its end benefit to them



Positioning

• “treats pain”: an often forgotten benefit

• “spondylolisthesis and stenosis”: surgeons need to know 
the conditions treated by Dynesys

• “stabilization”: important to state unequivocally that it 
stabilizes the spine

• “flexible”: flexibility of the materials is a surrogate phrase 
for “retained mobility”

• “preserving”: an important surgeon-identified philosophic 
and practical benefit

• “…anatomic function”: communicates a range of motion 
without saying “motion”



Positioning

“DYNESYS treats pain from grade one spondylolisthesis 

and stenosis by combining a familiar technique with a 

completely different philosophy of stabilization, using 

flexiblematerials to stabilize the spine while preserving 

anatomical function.”



From Positioning to Headlines

“Forget what you know about 

traditional fusion.”

“A more flexible way.”



DYNESYS Identity



Trade Journal Ads

Concepts designed 

to make DYNESYS 

stand out without 

seeming too cute 

and without coming 

off as bombastic



Trade Journal Ads

The teaser ad had 
no copy; this ad 
includes copy that 
gives the reader a 
more complete 
introduction to 
DYNESYS.



Direct Mail

• Goal was to drive qualified leads from a 

pool of very busy surgeons

• We built on the clean, industrial look and 

slightly renegade attitude of the trade ads 

to drive leads



Direct Mail



Product Brochure

Workhorse for 

communicating to 

the surgeons



Patient Brochure

• Keep it simple, 

simple, simple

• Used by the 

surgeon to show 

prospective 

patients how 

DYNESYS works



Press Kit

• Pulled together fact sheets, press releases, 

photos and related materials to give local 

markets a turnkey approach in garnering 

early press coverage



Conclusions

• Dynesys has become the industry standard, 
far outstripping artificial disks

• “Dynamic Stabilization” has become the 
category name for non-fusion treatments for 
the lumbar area of the spine

• Positioning and language insights have 
proven be to enduring elements of the 
Dynesys brand


